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RIVER'S END -

?
SAHUEL A . TRUFA.":

FEBRUARY 13, 1984
of New Orleans once
A Creole gent 1 eman
.
d
to vin- - h avant to a duel ~n or er
challenged a Frenc s
.
. i
i
The Chevalier
cate the honor ~f t~e M~SS~!~i~Pa~d dictatorial artie Tomasi had pub~~shef ~heo~iver and when the Creole
on the hydraul~cs 0
lic~ble to the smaller
suggested that what was app
. hty a stre~
European rivers ~igh~ not apply.to,,~o m~ittle you
the Frenchman sa~d w~th a sneer .
ow
Americans know of the world! Know t~at.th~re,a:e
rivers in Europe so large that the M~ss~ss~pp~ ~s a
mere rill, figuratively speaking." "Sir,1I rep~~e~ .
the Creole in anger, III will never allow the M~SSlSS - __
to be insulted or disparaged in my presence by an
1I
arrogant pretender to knowledge.
The Creole gentleman was within bounds, for
the Mississippi is indeed no ordinary river, and certainly not a "mere rill. " Nor are the hydraulics
of most European rivers applicable to it. Its unique
properties have been the subject of recent studies
which have led us to understand much of its past and
to be able to predict its future behavior.
Rivers have fascinated me since my boyhood.
Whenever we have traveled, I have found myself readin _
about the local rivers and visiting them. My deepest
interest, understandably I think, was captured by the
Mississippi long ago. I can recall watching the fer~
boats making the wide swings required to get from one
landing to its counterpart on the opposite bank, and
wondering how the little craft could buck the midstream current, especially in locations such as the
one at Algiers Point across from the French Quarter
in New Orleans. There the current on the west side
seemed to flow upstream. And then there were flood
times, when the ships in the river seemed higher than
Tchoupitoulas Street which flanked it, behind the
.
levee of course. And t.hebi~~geht c>fio;n~ato n'x"heh:t~ -th~ ~~, ~= living mass of water was
, f
'1 's
1920's, when my grandfather told us that hlS aml Y
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horne on Bel Air Plantation across from Baton Rouge
was to be torn down so that the levee could be moved
further west. He planned to save the essential
architectural portions, posts, fanlights, mantels,
dormers, staircases of the house for a later reconstruction in New Orleans. Years before, the river
had taken most of the land between the river and the
house where my mother had played as a girl. He stuck
to his plans and did rebuild the lovely Louisiana
plantation cottage structure in uptown New Orleans.
If you visit New Orleans on a bus tour to the area
of Audubon Park, you will probably be shown the house,
and you may be told that i t was loaded on a barge and
floated down the river. A nice romantic tale, but
probably not possible. Some old houses have been
floated on the still bayous to new locations, but
the Mississippi is far from still.
My interest never flagged, and when we moved
back to New Orleans a few years ago, I renewed my
acquaintance with the mighty river.
In reality, it is possible to think of it
as two rivers -- the upper and the lower, for though
the flow is continuous, the characteristics are very
different.
The upper river begins as a small stream,
too shallow for a canoe, flowing from Lake Itasca
in Minnesota. But it is not simple to determine
which of the many small streams flowing from the
Itasca basin is the beginning of the river. Geologists
tell us that the many small streams in the region ar e
interrelated bY,underground seepage, creating a big
sponge. An Ind1an legend has it that above a spring
on one of the pon~s in the area is a tree, and on
~op of the tree s~ts a crow with rain pouring off
~ts back . and running to both ends.
One has only to
learn wh~ch end of the crow is h igher, and that is
the true so~rce of the Mississippi. One might just
as well dev1~e a tale of that sort to tell where the
end of the r1ver really is.

The river is alive.

it changes its course.

It grows, it shrinks,

A

sign at Lake Itasca says

its length is 2,552 miles.

It may have been so on
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the day the calculation was made, but the next day
it was certainly different, for the channel is
constantly changing. Blocked by a sandbar, it may
go miles out of its way to form a loop, and then
later it may cut across the neck of the loop -30 miles lost in one day. At times it flows south
between its banks in a relatively straight pattern.
It gathers tributaries, numbering ir. the thousands,
practically all in the upper river. The greatest
are the Missouri and the Ohio Rivers. The lower
river has few tributaries, the largest being the
Arkansas. The river drains 40% of the united States,
and 13,000 square miles of Canada.
If one takes the
Missouri into account, the whole is 4,200 miles,
more or less, at any given time.
The famous Mississippi orator, S. S. Prentis ,
said, IIWhen God made the world He had a large amount
of surplus water, which He turned loose to go where
it pleased, and it has been going where it pleased
ever since, and that is the Mississippi River.1I The
Creator must have had surplus mud in mind too, for
it carries half a billion tons of the stuff every
year.
Once the Gulf of Mexico lapped at the
area of what is now Cairo, Illinois. But that was a
long time ago.
During the last million years of
geologic time, glacial ice periodically has accumulated.
Spreading from central Canada, it blocked most of the
northward flowing streams in the upper regions of
what is now the united States. Many drainage lines
were turned southward and collected in the great
river flowing down the center of the lower interior
part of the continent to the Gulf.
The ice accumulations caused recurring
drops in sea level of several hundred feet. The
river, in efforts to adjust itself to the lower base,
eroded an extensive valley system across the Gulf
coastal plain. Later, as the ice retreated, the
melt water returned to the sea, causing sea level
to rise and an alluvial plain was formed as the
,
h'
river deposited its sediment in the valley. T ~s
,
happened on five separate occasions. The last alluv1~1 _
cycle, about 10,000 to 5,000 years ago, was character1zec
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by a rise in sea level which lowered the valley slope
and lessened the gradient, and thus the river's power
to move sediment particles to the sea. After that,
the alluvial bed increased and the river carried only
fine particles in suspension. As the flow slowed, the
lower river began to meander in a single channel,
with periodic flooding and systematic channel migration. The meandering habit was first attained on
the low slopes downstream and gradually worked its
way up to Cairo. Thus begins the lower Mississippi.
In his account of the river, Willard Price
says,
The river changes its sex at Cairo .
On the upper river the superstitions are that you can see the
ghosts of the lovelorn Indian
maidens who leaped down from the
cliffs, but the mythical character
of the lower river is no maiden ,
but Old AI, the river king.
Old Al was created by the black roustabouts
of steamboat days, and is described as a male alligator, bigger than a barge, with a gold crown on his
h ead, holding a huge clay pipe in one scaly paw .
With the other he takes delight in scooping up a
sandbar to block a passage, and with his tail he
s wishes currents this way and that to throw a tow
a gainst a bridge pier or smash a levee or toss floods
over farms and villages.
The upper river is a dugout river, which
h as made a trench for itself and sometimes the cliff
walls rise 300 feet above it. The lower river rides
on top of the land. Streams flow into the upper
and out of the lower. There are a few exceptions,
like the Arkansas, which manages to penetrate into
the lower Mississippi . But most penetrat~ons are,
s hortlived like that of the mighty Red Rlver, WhlCh
after many' tries and even a brief linkage g~ve up

and found a shorter way to the Gulf.
~~ ....-:i. .J.. .J..

J.. 9aX: 'L

1o.t.cr.

of thlS we
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The upper Mississippi is relatively fixed in
its bed, but the lower is constantly shifting. Take,
for example, the situation at New Madrid, Missouri.
The city was founded in the 18th century during the
Spanish domination of the center of the continent,
and was planned to be the capital of the territory.
It was built with wide, tree-lined streets on the
river front.
But in 1811 there was an earthquake.
Great waves washed over the town, dashing away the
riverfront bank. Familiar islands disappeared and
new ones were thrown up. On the eastern bank, land
sank and Reelfoot Lake, eighteen miles long, came
into being.
It was during this earthquake that the first
steamboat to traverse the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
(Nicholas Roosevelt1s New Orleans, which was the
subject of a paper before the Club some years ago)
was on its way to New Orleans. The boat had just
approached the Mississippi. A description of the
time reported
Hardly had she anchored than
the world seemed to rend itself at the seams. The ground
heaved and shook. The waters
rushed from bank to bank . At
one point they even flowed upstream. The earthquake seemed
to grasp the little boat as if
resenting the intrusion of steam
to challenge Father Mississippi1s
long reign.
The llnight of horror" battered
the New Orleans, and only by
great effort was she maintained
on even keel. The rumblings and
earthquakes continued through
the next day, but Roosevelt had
gotten up steam and raced down
the river.
The earthquake continued to harass
the trip. Whole islands would
disappear before their eyes. The
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bed of the river, carefully studied
by Roosevelt, had changed.
A band of religious zealots, the Fanatical
Pilgrims, announced that the end of the world was at
hand . Over the next century, New Madrid moved back
from the river three times . One elderly resident
reported that in her lifetime all buildings on the
river were kept on rollers. Their owners kept rolling
them back. Now man has no reason to fear the river
at New !-1adrid, the Army Corps of Engineers has put in
dykes upstream, causing a bar to form, thus diverting
the channel to the east. Like many things that man
has done to the river, this seemed like a good idea,
but the river traffic was diverted to Kentucky.
Missouri residents have now appealed to the
engineers to change the direction of the flow, so
that the Missouri side can once again become a port;
a nd, incidentally, be at risk of the meandering
stream .
The natural behavior of the river has moved
many another river town and deprived it of its
functi on as a port. Vicksburg was on the river during
the Civil War , but is now on the Yazoo River and out
of the mainstream. Greenville, Mississippi , was once
a great cotton loading port for the fertile delta
cotton fields; it is no longer on the river and sits
q uietly on its abandoned loop. Napoleon and Kaskaskia
are at the bottom of the river. The latter was the
f irst capital of Illinois, but it disappeared street
by street.
Where the river has been adopted as the boundary
line between the states, the effect of meandering cO.n
b e most confusing. Mark Twain wrote,
A man is living in the state of
Miss issippi today. A cutoff occurs
tonight and tomorrow he finds
himself and his land on the other
side of the river wi thin the
boundaries and subject to the
laws of Louisiana. Such a thing
happening in the old times could
have transferred a slave from
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Missouri to Illinois and made a
free man of him.
Some of this has been changed, in that the law has
been interpreted to differentiate between slow change
and quick.
If the river changes its course gradually
by eroding one bank and silting up the river, the
boundary moves with the river . But if a cutoff
occurs and there is a sudden shift, the boundary
remains where it was. This sort of change is now
unlikely, for the Corps of Engineers has transformed
much of the river, since it largely was turned over
to them by Congress in 1928. Between 1929 and 1942
they made sixteen cutoffs, which alone shortened
the distance between St. Louis and New Orleans by
more than 150 miles.
Some loops cannot be handled
by a cutoff. For instance, at New Madrid, the bend
is 26 miles long but has a neck of only 1,000 feet.
The upper end of this bend is so much higher above
sea level than the lower that a cutoff would result
in an impassable millrace.
Straightening the river causes an increase
in the rate of flow and the current will swamp small
boats.
In times of flood the swollen waters are no
longer blocked and turned aside in loop after loop,
spreading out over a wide countryside. Rather, the
faster moving stream rushes water in its flow down
river, where it creates problems as it nears the
Gulf .
The river once had its own natural control
system, depositing its alluvium gradually over the
whole length of the lower valley until the European
settlers came. At first there was no effort to control the flow.
Settlements were built on relatively
high ground. When flooding occurred still higher
ground was sought. That was all right for the small
groups of trappers and traders that came into the
area in the 16th and 17th centuries but with the
decision by the French to establish a major city
and colonize the Mississippi Valley it became clear
that some sort of further protection against flooding was needed.
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Man began tampering with the river in 1718
when Bienville, as the first governor of Louisiana,
began the building of New Orleans. Until then the
whole of the valley base bore some of the effect of
the spring high waters, which, of course, replenished
the land.
His assumption was that the river was in a
permanent channel, where it had been and would remain
and thus could be contained. As a Frenchman he should
have known better, for the lower Rhine River was
known for its shifts, some of them taking place very
rapidly .
In fact, the present course and delta of the
Mississippi only came into being some time about the
14th century.
In a paper read here some years ago,
I noted that there had been great difficulty finding
the mouth of the river. This is not surprising
when one realizes that the present delta has 21
distributaries, better known as passes, most of
which are not navigable . Furthermore, at least
seven major routes to the Gulf have been identified,
together with their deltas, since the end of the
last glacial age. These deltas are a characte ristic
of the meandering Mississippi .
It is the orderly growth of bends in the
river, together with a knowledge of bed and bank
materials and accurately mapped historic bank lines,
that make it possible to reconstruct the history
and predict the behavior of the river. The combination of determinable factors, load, velocity and volume ,
recurringly set the course of the river until man
put his hand to the controls.
Left to its natural b ehavior, channel
mi gration is accompanied by bank caving on the outside of a bend and bar formation on the inside.
Water mass with rapid velocity erodes the outer
b ank and slowing, it forms a bar at the inner bank.
As the bar is built up, the land distance from the
~ erpendicular increases and the loop fills in.
~oad, too, is an important factor.
The suspended
o ad consists of finely suspended elements; the
bed load is of coarser material. The suspended
tinuous to the mouth of the
l oad tends to be con d
h" h ~s derived from coarse
r iver, but the bed loa, w 1C
~
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sediments picked up in high velocity areas, is usuall y
deposited at the next bar do~nstream because of,
_
slowing of the river's veloc~ty: ~ue.to a comb~na
tion of these factors, the Miss1ss1PP1 shows no
tendency overall to aggrade to degrad~, ~nd,thus
is considered to be a poised river, s~gn~fY7ng a
balance between the factors noted above, wh1ch
control local and regional stream activity.
As a poised river, the tendency is to
remain within its valley, shifting course only
periodically.
It is confined for long periods
to a definite zone of migration or meander belt.
It is only through diversion that it leaves this
belt for a new course. As a result of normal
migration within a belt, meander loops grow and are
cut off and new loops form, with the maximum width
of a belt being approximately twice the distance
from the perpendicular to the outer b ank of the
largest meander loop. Because of the orderliness
of the pattern, it is possible to study the various
meander belts b y means of aerial photography of the
area and the use of test borings which mark the
migration of each bend. Bank lines have been charted
7arefully since 1765. By study of these data, it
~s possible to project back in time to reconstruct
the history of the loops and the ancient meanderings,
Since the lower Mississippi became a
m~andering river, it has shifted its course several
t1mes, and each shift has contributed a well-defined
meander belt which has been carefully studied. Th e
oldest o~ these was,the Mariguoin-Mississippi me ander
belt, wh~ch was act~ve between 9,000 and 6,500 years
bef~re ~he present. Its legacy is, in part, Bayou
Mar~gou1n. It flowed down the center of the alluvial
valley, and formed its delta as it reached the Gulf
of Mexico. The next meander belt was along the
western wall of the valley and flowed roughly in
~he course of what is now Bayou Teche, building
1ts delta between 5,800 and 3,900 years ago. Th e n
a series of trial shifts resu1ted in meand er b elts
in the eastern side of the valley: the Metair i e,
about 4 " 800 to 3 400 years ago, and the St., Be. rnard,
. .
3,400 to 1,800 years ago. The Lafourche-M1ss1SS1PP1
belt began about the time of Christ and developed
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its delta in about 1,000 years.
It represented a
swing back to the west and left Bayou LaFourche when
the river developed a further diversion some 50 miles
above New Orleans which became the modern Mississippi
at about the time of the European settlement of the
valley in the 16th century. The delta of this diversion formed over a period of 500 years and by extension
has culminated in the present delta called the Balize,
or birdfoot, which probably began to form in about
1699.
Thus the river as we know it in New Orleans
is not very old.
In terms of geologic time, it is
barely hatched.
All of the ancient river courses merge
upstream at about the level of Vicksburg to form a
single meander belt which extends from there to the
junction of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers at Cairo.
There are a number of interesting things
about these ancient lower meander belts. All give
every indication that they were produced by a stream
with the same size and characteristics as the modern
one.
I have spoken freely of the deltas, and
this is probably a good point at which to discuss
their development, for it has great bearing on our
understanding of the past river diversions, and more
especially of the future outlet of the modern
Mississippi. Deltas are the result of many of the
same factors that cause meandering, particularly
load and velocity, but with the important additional
factor of the depth into which the load is deposited.
The earlier deltas deposited their loads over wide
areas, as the bars blocked one distributary after
another. These bars were formed easily in relatively
shallow water and covered areas much greater than
those of the modern Mississippi delta. For instance,
the Teche-Mississippi delta covered 2,000 square
n iles, the LaFourche-Mississippi 2,500 miles, the
St , Bernard 3,000. The delta at the Balize is
l ess than 300 square miles. The Balize of the modern
.iississippi has extended to the continental,shelf,
with water depths in excess of 300 feet, whlle the
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che delta has a depth of only 30 feet.

Now

~~!~U~he continental shelf has been reached, there
is no likelihood of further deltaic development.
This is especially true as man speeds water th:ough
the passes by constructing jetties. In exp~or~ng
for gas and oil he has cut channels and dra~nage
lines through the delta. The latter allow the 100se1
compacted soil to be worked out into , the deep ~u~f
waters.
In fact, the present coast11ne of Lou1s~ana
is retracting at a rate of more than 40 square m~les
a year. At that rate, it will have disappeared ~n
less than ten years -- that, interesting in itself,
is a subject for another time.
Geologic calculations estimate that the
deltaic depth deposits in the past 400 years of the
modern Mississippi are roughly one half those of
the 700 years of the development of the LaFourche
delta.
The significance of all of this is that
there is now developing another basin with potential
for another delta which began a bit over 100 years
ago.
This is the development of the delta of the
Atchafalaya Basin, just west of the Maringuin and
east of the Teche. Between 1200-1400 A.D., the Red
River had joined a meander loop of the Mississippi
now known as Old River at Turnbull's Island, 40
miles above Baton Rouge.
The whole basin below
this was a very low-lying part of the alluvial
valley.
It was a vast lake, brackish because
o~ the in~rusion of sea via the Lower Atchafalaya
R~ver dur~ng the dry season.
There is little doubt
that the Atchafalaya River existed before the white
man came. Archeologists tell us, however, that the
absence of Indian mounds along its course establishes
that it is much younger than most of the other rivers
in the valley. Geologists suggest that other conditions necessary for its enlargement were established
about 1500 A.D. Just prior to this, Turnbull's
Island was formed by a meander loop as it migrated
westward to capture the Red. At this pOint, modern
man took a hand.
It would be interesting to take
the way in which previous diversions took
time does not permit, except to note th~t
and archeologic evidence suggests that ~n

a look at
place, ,but
geolog 1c
each
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diver~ion, certain common factors were present. The
most lmportant factor is the gradient of flow between
the existing channel and the diversionary one the
latter being steeper. Early there is evidenc~ of a
small stream which floods, creates natural levees,
floods further and thus increases the velocity of
flow with added scouring of the bottom and eroding
of river banks. This allows a greater volume of
flow from the Mississippi. Because of its greater
gradient, the distributary continues to enlarge
while the water of the main channel drops its sediment thus reducing its flow, restructuring its
meandering channel. Finally , the old main channel
is plugged, and the new main channel is set.
The crucial factor is the gradient. The
shorter the distance from the origin of the stream
to sea level, the greater the gradient . Water wants
to find sea level in the shortest possible distance.
In the Atchafa1aya, it reaches the Gulf in only 140
miles, whereas the modern outlet has built its delta
so that the Mis sissippi flows for 330 miles to reach
sea level, at a gradient of slightly less than three
to one. The gradient of the former channels were
for the Teche-Mississippi three to two, and the
LaFourche-Mississippi two to one. The steepest
drop in level from the Old River connection to the
Atchafa1aya Basin distributary is 26 feet in only
54 miles.
In 1804 an engineer's report, noting
that fact, stated that " if left to its own, the
Atchafalaya would become the new Mississippi
channel."
As European settlers made their way toward
what is now north Louisiana, they quite naturally
began clearing land, and trees not needed for lumber
ultimately were thrown into the Old River loop.
Th is began in the middle 1700's. As more and more
land was cleared, a logjam or "raft" was formed at
the level of the Old River-Atchafalaya connection.
The raft grew and by the 1830's it had extended for
a distance of 30 miles.
In 1816 William Darby described the raft:
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The mass of timber rises and
falls with the water in the
river, and at all sea~ons maintains an equal elevat10n above
the surface. The tales that
have been narrated respecting
this phenomenon, its having
tinmer of larg e size, and in
many places being compact
enough for horses to pass, are
entirely void of truth. The
recent formation [Darby states
elsewhere that the raft began
to form about 1778] renders
either the solidity of its
structure, or the growth of
large timber impossible.
Some
small willows and other aquatic
bushes are frequently seen
amongst the trees, but are too
often destroyed by the shifting
of the mass to acquire any
considerable size.

An inadvertenly constructed device, the
raft was a nearly perfect control structure, virtually
immovable, but permeable.
It served to impede the
flow of the Mississippi through Old River and down
the Atchafalaya, reducing the scouring effect which
deepened the channel, and at the same time reinforcing the banks to prevent cave-ins. A geologist
whose main interest is in the river told me that
the raft might well have served to prevent the capture
of the Mississippi by t h e Atchafalaya almost indefinite:_
The area west of the Atchafalaya Basin was
virtually inaccessible at the time except by a lengthy
land route through north Louisiana or at the level
of New Orleans by ship traffic, which had to go out
into the Gulf to get to southwestern Louisiana.
This had been settled by the Acadians, and was
b eginning to develop with the growth of rice and
sugar plantations. As a matter of fact, eve n as
recently as my childhood, communication b etween
New Orleans and southwest Louisiana was an extremely
difficult affair.
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With the development of the steamboat, river
traffic increased at a prodigious rate. Henry Shreve,
one of the early pioneers of steamboating, had founded
Shreveport on the Red River and was anxious to connect
that city to the main trade routes of the valley.
In 1831, he dug a cutoff across the narrow neck of
Turnbull's bend. The Mississippi accepted that shortcut and abandoned its old channel, the upper part
of which silted up, but the lower part remained
o pen and became known as Old River.
This was very nearly an ideal arrangement.
Traffic moved from the Mississippi through Old River
t o the Red River and up to Shreveport. Water flow
was controlled by the raft in the Atchafalaya, and
with the aid of dredging it was possible to keep Old
River open, but allow excess flow to reach the Gulf
a t a more leisurely pace. During high water on the
Red, water flowed into the Mississippi; if the water
was high on the Mississippi, the flow was reversed.
Old River linked two healthy rivers and a balance
was struck.
Unfortunately, the raft was considered
an obstacle to navigation and commerce. The steamboatmen wanted access to south Louisiana, and the
planters wanted the ability to move their crops to
northern markets, so the raft had to go. Evidence
n ow in hand makes it fairly clear that the lower
a rm of Old River was beginning to silt up, and might
very well have closed off completely, at least for
a time . This, of course, would have allowed the Red
t~ flow freely into the Atchafalaya.
Dredging alone
m~ght not have been enough, but destruction of the
raft would in time upset the balance.
Ge~ting the raft out was no easy matter.
In an unpubl~shed study, some of the efforts are
described:

The first effort toward removing
[~h~ raft] was made in 1839 by
c~t~zens who resided on the river.
Constant appeals to the state for
aid, without success, induced a

few citizens

of the Atchafalaya,
under the direction of Captain
La1rd,

to take

the remedy in
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their own hands, and availing
themselves of one of the seasons
of greatest drought, they set
fire to the raft. The water in
1839 was so low that foot passengers,
by means of a plank fifteen feet
long, could walk across the river.
The fire swept away the raft,
some twenty miles in extent,
destroying thousands of alligators
and burning off the immense mass
of timber to the water's edge,
but it did not remove the raft
below the water. The State of
Louisiana, in 1840, undertook
the removal of the raft, using
snagboats, and the raft was
cleared to the extent needed for
steamboat travel, in April 1842.
This cleared channel was not
permanent, however, as the state
Engineer of Louisiana reported
in 1847 that the Atchafalaya was
filled with raft and floating
drift from a point two miles
above Pigeon Bayou to within
seven miles of its head. These
rafts were broken up from year
to year and evidently they were
all removed before 1855.
An early writer reported the following:
Immediately upon removal of the
obstruction from the upper part
of the stream, its rapid enlargement commenced. Portions of the
raft that had been left as not
endangering navigation were washed
out piecemeal, the bed was deepened
and heavy caving started in the
bends on both sides of the narrow
reaches. Lands previously exempt
from overflow were annually submerged by the increasing volume
from above and nonextension of
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proportional relief through the
lower reaches of the stream.
As the size of the upper Atchafalaya increased, another
writer noted,
First the profits and then the
capital of the owners was
absorbed in the building and
raising of levees to restrain
the augmenting floods from above,
for which no adequate discharge
was provided. Then followed
general abandonment of this
naturally favored region to the
hunters and raftsmen.
Interestingly, the Old River connection
began once again to silt up as the Red River flowed
freely into the Atchafalaya, with little flow to
the Misssissippi.
If that had happened, however,
we would not have had a paper for tonight. But
with access to the lower Atchafalaya Basin available for trade, the dredging operations were renewed,
keeping the Old River open, and were not stopped
until 1937.
By then it was too late.
The river remained stable for a time,
with water flowing an average of 50 days a year
from the Red to the Mississippi. But after 1942,
the flow began to stablilize, so that from 1942 to
1950 it was in the direction of the Mississippi on
only nine days. Clearly, the Atchafalaya offered
a more attractive route to the sea. The Corps of
Engineers had strengthened the levee on both sides
so the usual pattern of meandering was prevented.
Eads had built jetties to increase the rate of flow
at the Balize, dredging deepened the channel and
all seemed serene. The problem was that the
Mississippi was being deprived of the ability to
create a delta. No longer were annual relief floods
possible, and in years of extreme high water the
great cities along the lower river were threatened
and lesser cities inundated. The great floods of
1922 and 1927 brought things to a head. Congress
p a s sed the Flood Control Act of 1928. The Bonnet-Carr e
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Spillway of New Orleans was built, as was the Moganza
Floodway above Baton Rouge . These structures were
intended only for sporadic use in times of emergency,
but as the Old River flow was now constantly in the
direction of the Atchafalaya, it became apparent
that the 1804 prediction would be fulfilled:
the
Mississippi would abandon its course and flood the
Atchafalaya Basin, inundating many small citi~s,
there and leaving New Orleans and the other c~t~es
below Old River without potable water or a channel
sufficient for ocean-going vessels . Fur thermore,
in the post-World War I I years, literally billions
of dollars were spent developing the petrochemical
industries, which depend on fresh water . One writer
has made the point that the hundreds of millions
spent by the Corps of Engineers would be for nought
and new structures would have to be built in what
would become the Atchafalaya-Mississippi .
In 1953 the r.1 ississippi River Commission
advised Congress that the problem could be averted
by a series of structures to be built at Old River .
The principles governing this construction provided
that the additional structures should not endanger
downstream floodworks, that the distribution of flow
and load between the Mississippi and the Atchafalaya
should be maintained at a 70-30 ratio, and the new
control structure should not worsen the Red River
backwater stages. The proposal called for a dam
to close Old River, a lock to permit navigation
between the Mississippi and the Atchafalaya and
structures permitting the balanced flow of ~ater.
One structure was to be a low-sill type over
which water would flow constantly, but at a controlled
rate, and an overbank structure upriver was to
prevent the Old River defenses from being overwhelmed. The two structures working together,
sUpplemented by ~he Moganza flo o dway, would b e
capable of handl~ng half of the worst conceivable
flood in the Mississippi, and the other half would
be,handled by the lower river and the Bonnet-Carre
Sp111way into Lake Pontchartrain.
The structures were put in place in the
early 1960's. For ten more years the Mississippi
behaved itself and rolled quietly into the Gulf.
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The typical spring floods just did not happen. There
h ad not been a major flood since 1950 . Everyone felt
comfortable .
But then came 1973. That year, extremely
h eavy rainfall in the central plains of the Missouri
a nd Ohio valleys caused river after river to exceed
f lood stage. The Mississippi crested several times
t hat spring and a prolonged flood ranged up and down
t he river and its distributaries. The sheer volume
o f water passing through the Old River structure was
well-nigh unbelievable. The low sill bore the brunt
o f the assault. The 23 years of relatively low
water in the Mississippi had left the river sluggish
a nd silt-ridden.
It was not able to handle as much
water as it once did. The Atchafalaya , on the other
h and, had been deepening and flowing faster, demandi ng more and more water, and thus a greater flow.
The low-sill structure did as it had been
h oped it would, but the turbulence battered it unmercif ully. The 67-foot-high curving wall at the south
e nd was washed away. Giant scourh oles developed
i n front of and behind the structure and eroded the
f oundations, exposing 60 feet o f the 90 foot pilings.
But the structure held, or surely the Misssissippi
would have gone down into the Atchafalaya Basin
t hat year. Temporary repairs were made, but the
f loods in 1974 and 1975 did additional damage.
To make matters worse, the deep part of the channel
h ad been shifting westward away from the Mississippi
s ide of the river in an effort to carve out a new
meander loop on the Louisiana side.
The river is not the only problem faced
b y the control structures .
Increased traffic poses
a further threat, particularly in the form of loose
b arges. As the size of barge tows increase, and
t he current strengthens, we hear more and more often
o f damage to bridges and levees . The current is so
s wift at Old River that at the site of t h e outflow
s tructure any unpowered or disabled v es s el would b e
s ucked into it.

In addition, the repairs
t ha t
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not scheduled for completion until the fall of 1985.
While the floods of 1983 were not of the magnitude
of those of 1973, they were cause for much concern,
and monitoring devices make it clear that the structure
is still vulnerable. We have to hope that the spring
of 1984 and 1985 will not produce the massive floods
of earlier years. The new control structure will
not be sufficiently stable before then to give us
much reassurance.
But that is not all there is to it. Two
articles have recently appeared in Science which
raise possibilities that were not even thought of
a few years ago. The first is the observation that
there is a neotectonic deformation in the Louisiana,
Arkansas and Mississippi area which is shifting at
a rate of a few millimeters a year. Thus, even
the stable central United States alluvial rivers
are presently adjusting to the neotectonic shifts,
which may help explain some of the lately recognized
river instability. The second article addressed
the problem of the general warming of the earth's
atmosphere, the so-called "greenhouse effect " caused
by increasing atmospheric CO 2 ,
If that comes to pass
it is quite likely that sea level will rise, perhaps
as much as fifteen feet early in the next century.
Even a rise of six feet would inundate most of New
Orleans.
But as my geologist friend says, " It's
all a matter of time -- geologic time. " The sure
thing in his mind is that the Mississippi will again
change its course. The only question is when.
There is no question about where.
It will be through
the Atchafalaya Basin. He does not believe that
man can stop it forever. All that is needed is a
small earthquake or a massive flood and the river
will end, at least as we have known it.

